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PSPA SHORT FILM COMPETITION 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 
CONTENT 
1. The duration of the submitted short film should be between one and 8 minutes only;
2. The theme of the competition is MY SHORTIES CERITERIA: FILEM, IKLIM &

KITA;
3. The content should carry a General (G) rating;
4. The selection committee reserves the right to reject any film during the selection process;

and
5. The films can be done using any format (SLR camera, handphone, etc) and should be

good enough to be shown on a big screen or LED screen.

REGISTRATION & SUBMISSION 
1. Participation is free;
2. Registration and upload of submitted short films can be submitted to

pspaipoh@gmail.com;
3. Submission can only be made by the director or producer of the film;
4. Submission shall be accompanied with a declaration (which can be downloaded from the

website. It must be signed, scanned and submitted together with the submission of the
film;

5. Submission must be made in the right category (see No. 6), failing which the film can be
disqualified by the selection committee. No appeal will be entertained;

6. The general public must submit under the Public category only, while students can
submit in either category;

7. One short film may only be submitted once; and
8. Participants may submit more than one film in either the same or different category (for

student participants only).
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JUDGING PROCESS 
1. A selected panel of judges will shortlist and decide the winner(s) of the short film

competition;
2. The Judging Panel is able to watch a film without subtitles as long as the original

language is either Malay or English and with English subtitles for any other original
languages;

3. The submitted film must have been completed within the last twelve (12) months prior to
31th August, 2020;

4. The decision of the panel is final. No protests or appeals will be entertained;
5. Notice of results and invitation for prize ceremony will be announced at a later date after

the judges have determined the winners.
6. Attendance will not be considered as criteria for winning;
7. For those shortlisted and invited finalists who are from out of Ipoh, one-night

accommodation will be provided for each team of two persons on a twin-sharing basis;
and

8. Submissions will be judged on thematic accuracy, artistic achievement and technical
merit.

PRIZES 
Competition are divided into two categories: 

PUBLIC 
First prize RM3,000 
Runners -up  RM2,000 
Second Runners-up RM1,000 

STUDENT (aged 18 and above and still studying in public and private institutions, polytechnic, 
colleges and universities) 
First prize RM1,000 + workshop 
Runners -up  RM800 + workshop 
Second Runners-up RM500 + workshop 

SPECIAL MENTION (Certificate) – free workshop 
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SUBMISSION CHECKLIST 
1. Short film in the appropriate format. If it is password protected, the password must be

given;
2. Completed (signed and scanned) declaration;
3. Copyright clearance form (for use of music, any appropriate visuals, etc.); and
4. Poster (in soft copy either in pdf, tiff, png or jpeg with minimum resolution of

1920x1080 ) of the short film (if any).


